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This unique volume shows how to tackle the challenges of diversity in the workplace. It addresses the need to keep the workforce engaged while taking into consideration the diverse backgrounds
of employees. The book explores 12 themes of workforce diversity and culture, including differences of race, religion, gender, sexuality, income class, education level, marital status,
generation/age, physical ability, and more. Focusing on the benefits of engaging a diverse workforce, the volume considers the issue through the different stages of the human resource process,
including recruitment, selection, performance appraisal, demand forecasting, supply forecasting, job description and specification, job analysis and evaluation, training and development, career
planning and development, succession planning, etc. Employing an abundance of case studies, the volume enables readers to comprehend what it means to have a diverse workforce and how to
engage such a workforce for the betterment of the employees as well as the employer. The volume acts as a textbook for courses on diversity in human resource management as well as a valuable
resource for HRM and other management professionals. The discussions and questions sections will be useful for faculty, and the short case studies are designed to keep students interested and
engaged.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9 Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and
financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The diary has Week on Two Pages with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year planners
for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this handy size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of
space so useful for a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organised 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your Cart NOW
This innovative book looks at the topic of migration through the prism of law and literature. The author uses a rich mix of novels, short stories, literary realism, human rights and comparative
literature to explore the experiences of African migrants and asylum seekers. The book is divided into two. Part one is conceptual and focuses on art activism and the myriad ways in which people
have sought to 'write justice.' Using Mazrui's diasporas of slavery and colonialism, it then considers histories of migration across the centuries before honing in on the recent anti-migration policies
of western states. Achiume is used to show how these histories of imposition and exploitation create a bond which bestows on Africans a “status as co-sovereigns of the First World through
citizenship.” The many fictional examples of the schemes used to gain entry are set against the formal legal processes. Attention is paid to life post-arrival which for asylum seekers may include
periods in detention. The impact of the increased hostility of receiving states is examined in light of their human rights obligations. Consideration is paid to how Africans navigate their postmigration lives which includes reconciling themselves to status fracture-taking on jobs for which they are over-qualified, while simultaneously dealing with the resentment borne of status threat on
the part of the citizenry. Part two moves from the general to consider the intersections of gender and status focusing on women, LGBTI individuals and children. Focusing on their human rights
and the fictional literature, chapter four looks at women who have been trafficked as well as domestic workers and hotel maids while chapter five is on LGBTI people whose legal and literary
stories are only now being told. The final substantive chapter considers the experiences of children who may arrive as unaccompanied minors. Using a mixture of poetry and first person accounts,
the chapter examines the post-arrival lives of children, some of whom may be citizens but who are continually made to feel like outsiders. The conclusion follows, starting with two stories about
walls by Hadero and Lanchester which are used to illustrate the themes discussed in the book. Few African lawyers write about literature and few books and articles in Western law and literature
look at books by or about Africans, so a book that engages with both is long overdue. This book provides fascinating reading for academics, students of law, literature, gender and migration
studies, and indeed the general public.
The digital agriculture revolution holds a promise to build an agriculture and food system that is efficient, environmentally sustainable, and equitable, one that can help deliver the Sustainable
Development Goals. Unlike past technological revolutions in agriculture, which began on farms, the current revolution is being sparked at multiple points along the agrifood value chain. The
change is driven by the ability to collect, use, and analyze massive amounts of machine-readable data about practically every aspect of the value chain, and by the emergence of digital platforms
disrupting existing business models. All this allows for drastically reduced transaction costs and pervasive information asymmetries that plague the agrifood system. The success of the digital
transformation, however, is not guaranteed as the risks it brings are numerous, including those related to data governance and inadequate competition within and between digital platforms. What’s
Cooking: Digital Transformation of the Agrifood System investigates how digital technologies can accelerate the transformation of the agrifood system by increasing efficiency on the farm;
improving farmers’ access to output, input, and financial markets; strengthening quality control and traceability; and improving the design and delivery of agriculture policies. It also identifies a
key role for the public sector in maximizing the benefits of this process while minimizing its risks, through enabling an innovation ecosystem featuring open datasets, digital platforms, digital
entrepreneurship, digital payment systems, and digital skills and encouraging equitable technology adoption.
Looking Ahead after Two Decades of Putin
April 2018 - April 2019 - 8. 5x11 Week on a Page Diary
The Life of Connecticut's Beloved Broadcaster
April 2018 to April 2019
Breaking the Silence and Empowering Women
Right to Reparations
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The measurement and monitoring of water supply, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) affordability
This proceedings book reflects the alternative way of development of the modern global economic system. It sets evolutionary
development in opposition to revolutionary leap. The search for the best way to develop the world economy in the present and
future is carried out. The social environment and the human-centered development of the modern global economic system have been
explored. The features of training of personnel for the modern global economic system through the development of vocational
education and training have been studied. Sustainable development, energy and food security have been identified as significant
milestones of the progress of the modern global economic system. Innovations and digital technologies have been suggested as the
drivers of growth and development of the modern global economic system. Consideration has been given to the institutional
framework and legal groundwork for the development of the modern global economic system. The fundamentals have been identified and
recommendations have been put forward for improving governmental regulation, financial and capital investment support for
integration in the modern global economic system. The book includes the best works based on the results of the 22nd International
Research-to-Practice Conference “Current Issues of the Global Economy” which was held on June 19, 2020, at the Peoples’ Friendship
University of Russia (PFUR) (Moscow, Russia) and the 14th National Research-to-Practice Conference “A New Paradigm of Social and
Economic Development in the Age of Intelligent Machines,” which was held on May 14–16, 2020 (Nizhny Novgorod, Russia), VIII
International Research-to-Practice Conference “Multipolar Globalization and Russia,” which was held on May 21–23, 2020 (Rostov-onDon, Russia), III All-Russian Research-to-Practice Conference “Power, Business, and Education: The Ascent to Man,” which was held
on May 21–22, 2020 (Krasnoyarsk, Russia), International Research-to-Practice Conference “Current Issues and Ways of Industrial
Development: Engineering and Technologies,” which was held from September 28, 2020, till October 1, 2020 (Komsomolsk-on-Amur), and
the 15th National Research-to-Practice Conference “New Models of Behavior of Market Players in the Conditions of Digital Economy,”
which was held on October 29–30, 2020, at Ufa State Oil Technical University, Institute of Economics and Service (Ufa, Russia).
The target audience of the book consists of scholars studying the features of development of the global economic system at the
present stage and the prospects for its future progress.
This book examines the early years of the Claims Conference, the organization which lobbies for and distributes reparations to
Holocaust survivors, and its operations as a nongovernmental actor promoting reparative justice in global politics. Rachel
Blumenthal traces the founding of the organization by one person, and its continued campaign for the payment of compensation to
survivors after Israel left the negotiations. This book explores the degree to which the leadership entity served individual
victims of the Third Reich, the Jewish public, or member organizations.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page - Large 8.5 x 11 Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use
large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for
your tax returns The diary has One Week to a Page with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year planners for 2018
and 2019. You can also use this great size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital
appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of space so big enough to use as a journal too, whether it's a personal
journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your
Cart NOW 2018 diary, 2019 diary, journal, diet diary, financial diary
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9 Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use
large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for
your tax returns The diary has One Week on Two Pages with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year planners for
2018 and 2019. You can also use this handy size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital
appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of space so useful for a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a
health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to Your Cart NOW
The Railroad Barons, the Gilded Age, and the Greatest Labor Uprising in America
a missing element of monitoring of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) targets 6.1 and 6.2. Summary report
April 2018 - April 2019 - 8. 5x11 - Week on a Page
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Three Days at Camp David
Compare and Contrast State Managed Higher Education Student Financial Aid in Canada and the America with the Ngo-Managed Grameen
Bank Higher Education Financial Aid Services in Bangladesh
6x9 Handy Diary - April 2018 to April 2019
TERI Energy & Environment Data Diary and Yearbook (TEDDY) is an annual publication brought out by TERI since 1986. It is the only comprehensive energy and environment yearbook in
India that provides updated information on the energy supply sectors (coal and lignite, petroleum and natural gas, power, and renewable energy sources), energy demand sectors (agriculture,
industry, transport, household, buildings), and environment (local and global). Additionally, the publication reviews government policies and analyses latest policy discourses that have
implications on India’s energy and environment sector. TEDDY 2018/19 gives an account of India’s commercial energy balances, extensively covering energy flows within different sectors of
the economy and how they have been changing over time. These energy balances and conversion factors are a valuable reference for researchers, scholars, and organizations engaged in
energy and related sectors. After the introductory chapter, TEDDY 2018/19 is divided into three sections—Energy Supply, Energy Demand, and Local and Global Environment. One of the
main highlights of TEDDY 2018/19 is the addition of a new chapter—Buildings—under Energy Demand section. This chapter gives an in-depth analysis of India’s energy consumption by the
buildings sector, and highlights the role of energy efficiency in buildings from the perspectives of both economy and environment. The thirty-fourth edition of TEDDY continues to remain less
prose intensive with inclusion of more data, represented with the help of infographics, thus making the publication an authentic and interesting read. TEDDY 2018/19 also features a section on
interlinkages of SDGs with energy and environment. Key Features: · Provides a review of government policies, programmes and initiatives that have implications for the petroleum and natural
gas sector and the Indian economy · New chapters on Air Pollution, Solid Waste Management, Water Resource Management, and Land and Forest Resource Management · Exhaustive data
from energy supply, energy demand, and local and global environment sectors Contents: Energy and environment: an overview Energy supply: Coal and lignite · Petroleum and natural gas ·
Power · Renewable energy Energy demand: Agriculture · Industry · Transport · Household energy · Buildings Local and global environment: Air quality and pollution · Solid waste
management · Water resource management · Land and forest resource management · Climate change
The former dean of the Yale School of Management and Undersecretary of Commerce in the Clinton administration chronicles the 1971 August meeting at Camp David, where President
Nixon unilaterally ended the last vestiges of the gold standard — breaking the link between gold and the dollar — transforming the entire global monetary system.
The Holocaust is the most researched and written about genocide in history. Known facts should be beyond dispute. Yet Holocaust memory is often formed and dictated by governments and
others with an agenda to fulfil, or by deniers who seek to rewrite the past due to vested interests and avowed prejudices. Legislation can be used to prosecute hate crime and genocide denial,
but it has also been created to protect the reputation of nation states and the inhabitants of countries previously occupied and oppressed by the regime of Nazi Germany. The crimes of the
Holocaust are, of course, rightly seen mainly as the work of the Nazi regime, but there is a reality that some citizens of subjugated lands participated in, colluded and collaborated with those
crimes, and on occasion committed crimes and atrocities against Jews independently of the Nazis. Others facilitated and enabled the Nazis by allowing industries to work with the Germans;
some showed hostility, indifference and reluctance to assist Jewish refugees, or, due to antipathy, apathy, greed, self-interest or out-and-out anti-Semitism they allowed or even encouraged
barbaric and cruel crimes to take place. Survivors of the Holocaust often express a primary desire that lessons of the past must be learned in order to reduce the risk of similar crimes
reoccurring. Yet anti-Semitism is still a toxin in the modern world, and racism and hostility to other communities – including those who suffer in or have fled war and oppression – can at times
appear normalised and socially acceptable. This book seeks to explore aspects of the Holocaust as it is remembered and reflect ultimately on parallels with the world we live in today.
This book analyses how an increasing number of new Chinese migrants have integrated into Australian society and added a new dimension to Australian domestic politics as a result of
Australia’s merit-based immigration system and its shift towards Asia. These policies have helped Australia sustain its growth without a recession for decades, but have also slowly changed
established patterns in the distribution of job opportunities, wealth, and political influence in the country. These transformations have recently triggered a strong Sinophobic campaign in
Australia, the most disturbing aspect of which is the denial of the successful integration of Chinese migrants into Australian society. Based on evidence gathered through a longitudinal study of
Chinese migrants in Australia, this book examines the misconceptions troubling Australia’s current China debate from six important but overlooked perspectives, ranging from migration policy
changes, economic factors, grassroots responses, the role of major political parties, community activism, to knowledge issues.
Balancing the Tension between Digital Technologies and Learning Sciences
Infrastructure, PPP and Law for Executives
Theory and Praxis
April 2018 - April 2019 - 8. 5 X 11 Week to a Page Diary
April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page Diary
April 2018 - April 2019
The Handbook of Board Governance
The days of sticking with a single career path until our golden years of retirement are gone. In the last ten years, the world of work has changed significantly. But the career advice youʼve been
given since you were a kid hasnʼt. Enter Nicolle Merrill, four-time (and counting) career-changer, professional reinventor, and author. In Punch Doubt in the Face: How to Upskill, Change
Careers, and Beat the Robots, Nicolle translates the future of work into a roadmap to a better career and professional empowerment. Grounded in her belief that our careers are like a Choose
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Your Own Adventure book̶full of possibilities, new paths, and the occasional surprise̶Nicolle helps readers evaluate their careers like mini-futurists. Youʼll discover a new career that fits
your lifestyle, learn how to attain the skills needed to thrive in the workplace of the future, and go on a professional adventure or two̶regardless of your age or your industry. Read this book.
Your future self will thank you.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on Two Pages - Handy 6 X 9 Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and
financial transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The diary has One Week to Two Pages with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year
planners for 2018 and 2019. You can also use this handy size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again.
Plenty of space so useful for a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to
Your Cart NOW
This book explores the role of the insurance industry in contributing to, and responding to, the harms that climate change has brought and will bring either directly or indirectly. The
Anthropocene signifies a new role for humankind: we are the only species that has become a driving force in the planetary system. What might criminology be in the Anthropocene? What does
the Anthropocene suggest for future theory and practice of criminology? Criminology and Climate, as part of Routledgeʼs Criminology at the Edge Series, seeks to contribute to this research
agenda by exploring differing vantage points relevant to thinking within criminology. Contemporary societies are presented with myriad intersecting and interacting climate-related harms at
multiple scales. Criminology and Climate brings attention to the finance sector, with a particular focus on the insurance industry as one of its most significant components, in both generating
and responding to new climate ʻharmscapesʼ. Bringing together thought leaders from a variety of disciplines, this book considers what finance and insurance have done and might still do, as
ʻfulcrum institutionsʼ, to contribute to the realisation of safe and just planetary spaces. An accessible and compelling read, this book will appeal to students and scholars of criminology,
sociology, law and environmental studies and provides readers with a basis to analyse the challenges and opportunities for the finance sector, and in particular the insurance industry, in the
regulation of climate harms.
2019 Planner: Save Money, Travel The World, Be World
Russia after 2020
Digital Transformation of the Agrifood System
Insurance, Finance and the Regulation of Harmscapes
The Legacy of the Global Financial Crisis
A Comprehensive Guide for Public, Private, and Not-for-Profit Board Members
What's Cooking
April 2018 - April 2019 - 8. 5x11 Week to a Page Diary
The research finds the majority of the higher education student financial aid programs are managed by the states or private agencies or foundations in the world. Their financial aid policies are continuously changing and
improving to adopt contemporary situations and changing time. Likewise, the GB higher education student loan policy improvement can be done by continously reviewing the system, which is necessary for GB to strengthen its
higher education student loan program in Bangladesh.
This book presents a comprehensive survey of the current state of Russia and how Russia is likely to develop in the immediate future. Not always sticking to the mainstream narrative, it covers political events including Putin’s
constitutional reforms of January 2020 and their likely consequences, economic developments, Russia’s international relations and military activities, and changes and issues in Russian society, including in education, the place
of women, health care and religion. Special attention is paid to manifestations of the COVID-19 pandemic. The book’s overall conclusion is that events of 2020 may compel Putin to ‘think again’ before he decides whether to
run for office in 2024.
This volume focuses on the implications of digital technologies for educators and educational decision makers that is not widely represented in the literature. While there are many volumes on how one might integrate a
particular technology, there are no volumes on how digital technologies can or should be exploited to address the needs and propel the benefits of large-scale teaching, learning and assessment.
International Transaction Journal of Engineering, Management, & Applied Sciences & Technologies publishes a wide spectrum of research and technical articles as well as reviews, experiments, experiences, modelings,
simulations, designs, and innovations from engineering, sciences, life sciences, and related disciplines as well as interdisciplinary/cross-disciplinary/multidisciplinary subjects. Original work is required. Article submitted must
not be under consideration of other publishers for publications.
Decision-making for an unknowable future
A Critical Analysis on a Merit-Based Immigration System
2019 Planner: Save Money, Travel the World, Be World
Radical Uncertainty
The Edge of Anarchy
Chinese Immigration and Australian Politics
The Claims Conference and Holocaust Survivors, 1951–1964
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page - Large 8.5 x 11 Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and financial
transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The diary has One Week to a Page with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year planners for
2018 and 2019. You can also use this great size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of
space so big enough to use as a Journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organised 2018 - 2019 Year Add to
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Much has been written on the financial crisis of 2008 – the most severe economic downturn since the Great Depression – analysing its causes and the risks for the future of the global economy.
This book takes an alternative approach which focuses on the legacy of the global financial crisis, what is remembered and what lessons have been drawn from it. This volume provides
perspectives on this legacy from a variety of contributors including central bankers, regulators, politicians, academics, and journalists. They offer insight into what remains of the crisis in
terms of public and industry awareness, changes to the post-2008 financial architecture, lessons from the national experiences of highly exposed small economies, and considers this legacy in
terms of oversight by regulatory regimes. These diverse perspectives are drawn together here to ask how we can ensure that these lessons will be transmitted to the new generation of global
financiers.
The revised new edition of the must-read guide for executives—provides comprehensive coverage of topics in corporate governance by leading subject-matter experts The Handbook of Board
Governance is the marketing-leading text on public, nonprofit, and private board governance. Providing comprehensive, in-depth coverage, this unique text represents a collaboration of
internationally-recognized academics and prominent organization directors, executives, managers, and advisors. Contributors include Ariel Fromer Babcock, Robert Eccles, Alice Korngold,
Ellie Mulholland, Michael Useem, Elizabeth Valentine and John Zinkin. Practical, expert guidance enables readers to understand value creation and the strategic role of the board, risk
governance and oversight, audit and compensation committee effectiveness, CEO succession planning, and other diverse board duties and responsibilities. Now in its second edition, the
Handbook offers substantial updates and revisions reflecting contemporary trends, practices, and developments in board governance. New content includes discussions of pressing issues
related to climate change, examination of information technology and cybersecurity challenges, and recent tax legislation that will impact executive compensation. Editor Dr. Richard
Leblanc—an award-winning teacher, professor, lawyer, management consultant, and specialist on boards of directors—integrates practical experience and academic rigor to assist readers: Build
and strengthen engaged and collaborative leadership in the boardroom Recognize the role and responsibilities of a well-functioning governing board Risk governance, assurance, and the
duties of directors Keep pace with new trends in board governance and shareholder responsibility Measure performance and align performance measurement to executive pay Understand
information technology governance, sustainability governance, and the different forms of governance Highly relevant to board and committee members regardless of sector or industry, The
Handbook of Board Governance, 2nd Edition is an invaluable source of knowledge on all aspects of corporate and organization governance.
Financial Year Diary - April 2018 - April 2019 - Week on a Page - Large 8.5 x 11 Diary Get ahead of the game with this easy to use large diary for keeping a track of all your personal and financial
transactions for 2018-2019. Ideal aide memoir diary to use for your tax returns The diary has One Week to a Page with Key 2018 and 2019 holiday dates included as well as year planners for
2018 and 2019. You can also use this great size diary to note your important and special events so you will never miss those vital appointments, birthdays or anniversaries again. Plenty of
space so big enough to use as a journal too, whether it's a personal journal or a health and fitness or diet log, the uses are endless. Have a very happy and organized 2018 - 2019 Year Add to
Your Cart NOW
How to Upskill, Change Careers, and Beat the Robots
6x9 Handy Diary - April 2018 to April 2019 - Week on Two Pages
2018 - 2019 Financial Year Diary
History in a Post-Truth World
2018-2019 - Financial Year Diary
Higher Education Student Financial Aid
How To Break Up With Fast Fashion

Wealth manager and host of The Fiscal Feminist podcast Kimberlee Davis taps her 25 years’ experience to teach women how to take charge of their money and control their
financial destiny. Women are more educated and successful than ever, but they still tend to stand on the sidelines when it comes to their money, according to financial experts.
At the same time, women live longer, earn less, and often have to work harder than men to offset years spent out of the workforce raising children. Adding to this perfect storm,
women have suffered disproportionately in the post-pandemic downturn. The Fiscal Feminist is a call to action for women to reverse these trends by increasing their financial
literacy and—ultimately—controlling their destiny. Author Kimberlee Davis, a wealth manager and host of The Fiscal Feminist podcast, taps her 25 years’ experience to educate
women of all ages and economic strata about how to independently achieve—and maintain—financial health on their own terms.
Presenting a sweeping analysis of the legal foundations, institutions, and substantive legal issues in EU monetary integration, The EU Law of Economic and Monetary Union
serves as an authoritative reference on the legal framework of European economic and monetary union. The book opens by setting out the broader contexts for the European
project - historical, economic, political, and regarding the international framework. It goes on to examine the constitutional architecture of EMU; the main institutions and their
legal powers; the core legal provisions of monetary and economic union; and the relationship of EMU with EU financial market and banking regulation. The concluding section
analyses the current EMU crisis and the main avenues of future reform.
This unique book draws on the narratives of women participants in community radio, using intersectionality, feminist, critical psychological and community development
frameworks to explore how this highly symbolic, creative dimension of activism can unmute marginalised women and enrich corporate media. Over a period of four years,
twelve female radio project volunteers offer their experiences which they analyse, together as part of the RRG (Radio Research Group), alongside a conceptual and contextual
framework to produce insights on the gendered nature of silence, voice and empowerment, and the wider potential of radio activism. Employing literature from a variety of
fields, from bell hooks to Stuart Hall, the book foregrounds evidence from the majority world to argue the empowerment potential of community radio and the barriers to radio
participation. Through this analysis community radio emerges as a site of development, from which diverse identities transpire through laughter, dialogue, raised
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consciousness and solidarity, but it also exposes the conflicts of empowerment by recognising inherent tensions in womanhood and in communities. Centering on the global,
hegemonic challenge of empowering women, and relevant across multiple disciplines and professions, this is fascinating reading for academics, students and professionals in
psychology, gender studies, media studies, development and related areas.
'A brilliant new book' Daily Telegraph 'Well written . . . and often entertaining' The Times 'A sparkling analysis' Prospect When uncertainty is all around us, and the facts are not
clear, how can we make good decisions? We do not know what the future will hold, particularly in the midst of a crisis, but we must make decisions anyway. We regularly crave
certainties which cannot exist and invent knowledge we cannot have, forgetting that humans are successful because we have adapted to an environment that we understand
only imperfectly. Throughout history we have developed a variety of ways of coping with the radical uncertainty that defines our lives. This incisive and eye-opening book
draws on biography, history, mathematics, economics and philosophy to highlight the most successful - and most short-sighted - methods of dealing with an unknowable
future. Ultimately, the authors argue, the prevalent method of our age falls short, giving us a false understanding of our power to make predictions, leading to many of the
problems we experience today. Tightly argued, provocative and written with wit and flair, Radical Uncertainty is at once an exploration of the limits of numbers and a
celebration of human instinct and wisdom.
Criminology and Climate
A guilt-free guide to changing the way you shop – for good
Modern Global Economic System: Evolutional Development vs. Revolutionary Leap
How a Secret Meeting in 1971 Transformed the Global Economy
Papers in ITJEMAST 11(13) 2020
African Migration, Human Rights and Literature
Tools to Enhance Workplace Culture

'A funny, achievable guide' Observer 'Lauren Bravo is one of my favourite writers' Dolly Alderton 'Bravo will inspire you to repair, recycle and give old items a new lease of life' Stylist You
probably know the statistics: global clothing production has roughly doubled in just 15 years, and every year an estimated 300,000 tonnes of used clothing ends up in UK landfill. Fast fashion
is the ultimate toxic relationship. It's bad news for the planet, our brains and our bank balances. We can't go on like this; our shopping habits need an overhaul. Journalist Lauren Bravo
loves clothes more than anything, but she's called time on her affair with fast fashion in search of a slower, saner way of dressing. In this book, she'll help you do the same. How To Break Up
With Fast Fashion will help you to change your mindset, fall back in love with your wardrobe and embrace more sustainable ways of shopping - from the clothes swap to the charity shop.
Full of refreshing honesty and realistic advice, Lauren will inspire you to repair, recycle and give your unloved items a new lease of life without sacrificing your style. Because fashion
belongs to everyone, but no outfit should cost us the earth.
"Timely and urgent...The core of The Edge of Anarchy is a thrilling description of the boycott of Pullman cars and equipment by Eugene Debs’s fledgling American Railway Union..." —The
New York Times "During the summer of 1894, the stubborn and irascible Pullman became a central player in what the New York Times called “the greatest battle between labor and capital
[ever] inaugurated in the United States.” Jack Kelly tells the fascinating tale of that terrible struggle." —The Wall Street Journal "Pay attention, because The Edge of Anarchy not only
captures the flickering Kinetoscopic spirit of one of the great Labor-Capital showdowns in American history, it helps focus today’s great debates over the power of economic concentration
and the rights and futures of American workers." —Brian Alexander, author of Glass House "In gripping detail, The Edge of Anarchy reminds us of what a pivotal figure Eugene V. Debs
was in the history of American labor... a tale of courage and the steadfast pursuit of principles at great personal risk." —Tom Clavin, New York Times bestselling author of Dodge City The
dramatic story of the explosive 1894 clash of industry, labor, and government that shook the nation and marked a turning point for America. The Edge of Anarchy by Jack Kelly offers a vivid
account of the greatest uprising of working people in American history. At the pinnacle of the Gilded Age, a boycott of Pullman sleeping cars by hundreds of thousands of railroad employees
brought commerce to a standstill across much of the country. Famine threatened, riots broke out along the rail lines. Soon the U.S. Army was on the march and gunfire rang from the streets
of major cities. This epochal tale offers fascinating portraits of two iconic characters of the age. George Pullman, who amassed a fortune by making train travel a pleasure, thought the model
town that he built for his workers would erase urban squalor. Eugene Debs, founder of the nation’s first industrial union, was determined to wrench power away from the reigning plutocrats.
The clash between the two men’s conflicting ideals pushed the country to what the U.S. Attorney General called “the ragged edge of anarchy.” Many of the themes of The Edge of Anarchy
could be taken from today’s headlines—upheaval in America’s industrial heartland, wage stagnation, breakneck technological change, and festering conflict over race, immigration, and
inequality. With the country now in a New Gilded Age, this look back at the violent conflict of an earlier era offers illuminating perspectives along with a breathtaking story of a nation on the
edge.
PPP (public–private partnership) is a buzzword, especially in growing economies like India where it takes a partnership between the government and a private entity to establish successful
infrastructural projects. However, PPPs in India face many hurdles that lead to either long delays or surprisingly, sometimes early completion of PPP projects, but with quality getting
compromised. This book will take readers inside the world of PPPs and show how the legal, regulatory and political environments have facilitated or obstructed the speedy enforcement of
plans for the creation of requisite infrastructure in India. With the help of various case studies, the book discusses the legal and regulatory issues in different sectors of infrastructure in India
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such as power, telecom, rail, air, road and sea. In addition to discussing challenges faced by them, the book emphasizes that a proper legal framework with effective regulations is necessary to
monitor and regulate the creation and management of public goods. From funding to legal issues, Infrastructure, PPP and Law for Executives shows what it takes for the safe sailing for
PPPs in India. Written primarily from a managerial perspective, the book will be of interest to business managers, lawyers, government executives and anyone with serious interest in
infrastructure development in India.
History in a Post-Truth World: Theory and Praxis explores one of the most significant paradigm shifts in public discourse. A post-truth environment that appeals primarily to emotion,
elevates personal belief, and devalues expert opinion has important implications far beyond Brexit or the election of Donald Trump, and has a profound impact on how history is produced
and consumed. Post-truth history is not merely a synonym for lies. This book argues that indifference to historicity by both the purveyor and the recipient, contempt for expert opinion that
contradicts it, and ideological motivation are its key characteristics. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, this work explores some of the following questions: What exactly is post-truth
history? Does it represent a new phenomenon? Does the historian have a special role to play in preserving public memory from ‘alternative facts’? Do academics more generally have an
obligation to combat fake news and fake history both in universities and on social media? How has a ‘post-truth culture’ impacted professional and popular historical discourse? Looking at
theoretical dimensions and case studies from around the world, this book explores the violent potential of post-truth history and calls on readers to resist.
Remembering the Holocaust and the Impact on Societies Today
EU Law of Economic & Monetary Union
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Management Practices for Engaging a Diverse Workforce
Bob Steele on the Radio
2018-2019 Financial Year Diary
A Financial Wake-up Call for Women

 For more than sixty years, Bob Steele was the radio voice of Southern New England, entertaining listeners of WTIC AM with his wit and humor and an inimitable style that kept
listeners faithfully tuning in to his morning show. Capturing the nation's highest market share, the National Radio Hall of Fame inductee maintained an unparalleled popularity
through the latter half of the twentieth century. This first ever biography of Bob Steele details both the home life and the award-winning broadcasting career of this Connecticut
media legend, from his humble Midwestern roots to the pinnacle of radio fame. Steele and his "The Word for the Day" feature remain forever embedded in the memories of his
many listeners.
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